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Why Psychiatry is Doing More Harm Than Good Faber &
Faber
Is CBT all it claims to be? The Cognitive Behavioural Tsunami:
Managerialism, Politics, and the Corruptions of Science provides a
powerful critique of CBT’s understanding of human suffering, as
well as the apparent scientific basis underlying it. The book
argues that CBT psychology has fetishized measurement to such
a degree that it has come to believe that only the countable
counts. It suggests that the so-called science of CBT is not just
"bad science" but "corrupt science". The rise of CBT has been
fostered by neoliberalism and the phenomenon of New Public
Management. The book not only critiques the science, psychology
and philosophy of CBT, but also challenges the managerialist
mentality and its hyper-rational understanding of "efficiency",
both of which are commonplace in organizational life today. The
book suggests that these are perverse forms of thought, which
have been institutionalised by NICE and IAPT and used by them to
generate narratives of CBT’s prowess. It claims that CBT is an
exercise in symptom reduction which vastly exaggerates the
degree to which symptoms are reduced, the durability of the
improvement, as well as the numbers of people it helps. Arguing
that CBT is neither the cure nor the scientific treatment it claims
to be, the book also serves as a broader cultural critique of the
times we live in; a critique which draws on philosophy and
politics, on economics and psychology, on sociology and history,
and ultimately, on the idea of science itself. It will be of immense
interest to psychotherapists, policymakers and those concerned
about the excesses of managerialism.
Anatomy of an Epidemic Springer
Towards the end of the twentieth century, the solution to mental
illness seemed to be found. It lay in biological solutions, focusing
on mental illness as a problem of the brain, to be managed or
improved through drugs. We entered the 'Prozac Age' and
believed we had moved on definitively from the time of frontal
lobotomies to an age of good and successful mental healthcare.
Biological psychiatry had triumphed. Except maybe it hadn't.
Starting with surprising evidence from the World Health
Organisation that suggests people recover better from mental
illness in a developing country than in the first world, Doctoring
the Mind asks the question: how good are our mental health
services, really? Richard Bentall picks apart the science that
underlies current psychiatric practice across the US and UK.
Arguing passionately for a future of mental health treatment that
focuses as much on patients as individuals as on the brain itself,

this is a book set to redefine our understanding of the treatment
of madness in the twenty-first century.
Recovering After Traumatic Brain Injury Penguin
CrackedWhy Psychiatry Is Doing More Harm Than Good
Challenging the Culture of Psychiatric Diagnosis Abrams
A much-praised memoir of living and surviving mental illness as
well as "a stereotype-shattering look at a tenacious woman whose
brain is her best friend and her worst enemy" (Time). Elyn R. Saks
is an esteemed professor, lawyer, and psychiatrist and is the Orrin
B. Evans Professor of Law, Psychology, Psychiatry, and the
Behavioral Sciences at the University of Southern California Law
School, yet she has suffered from schizophrenia for most of her
life, and still has ongoing major episodes of the illness. The Center
Cannot Hold is the eloquent, moving story of Elyn's life, from the
first time that she heard voices speaking to her as a young
teenager, to attempted suicides in college, through learning to
live on her own as an adult in an often terrifying world. Saks
discusses frankly the paranoia, the inability to tell imaginary fears
from real ones, the voices in her head telling her to kill herself
(and to harm others), as well as the incredibly difficult obstacles
she overcame to become a highly respected professional. This
beautifully written memoir is destined to become a classic in its
genre.
Drifting Apart in the Twenty-first Century Simon and Schuster
In today's world, it is more acceptable to be depressed than to be
lonely-yet loneliness appears to be the inevitable byproduct of our
frenetic contemporary lifestyle. According to the 2004 General
Social Survey, one out of four Americans talked to no one about
something of importance to them during the last six months.
Another remarkable fact emerged from the 2000 U.S. Census:
more people are living alone today than at any point in the
country's history—fully 25 percent of households consist of one
person only. In this crucial look at one of America's few remaining
taboo subjects—loneliness—Drs. Jacqueline Olds and Richard S.
Schwartz set out to understand the cultural imperatives,
psychological dynamics, and physical mechanisms underlying
social isolation. In The Lonely American, cutting-edge research on
the physiological and cognitive effects of social exclusion and
emerging work in the neurobiology of attachment uncover
startling, sobering ripple effects of loneliness in areas as varied as
physical health, children's emotional problems, substance abuse,
and even global warming. Surprising new studies tell a grim truth
about social isolation: being disconnected diminishes happiness,
health, and longevity; increases aggression; and correlates with
increasing rates of violent crime. Loneliness doesn't apply simply
to single people, either—today's busy parents "cocoon"
themselves by devoting most of their non-work hours to children,
leaving little time for friends, and other forms of social contact,

and unhealthily relying on the marriage to fulfill all social needs.
As a core population of socially isolated individuals and families
continues to balloon in size, it is more important than ever to
understand the effects of a culture that idealizes busyness and
self-reliance. It's time to bring loneliness—a very real and little-
discussed social epidemic with frightening consequences-out into
the open, and find a way to navigate the tension between
freedom and connection in our lives.
Law, Liberty and Psychiatry Springer
Why is psychiatry such big business? Why are so many
psychiatric drugs prescribed – 47 million antidepressant
prescriptions in the UK alone last year – and why, without solid
scientific justification, has the number of mental disorders risen
from 106 in 1952 to 374 today?The everyday sufferings and
setbacks of life are now ‘medicalised’ into illnesses that require
treatment – usually with highly profitable drugs. Psychological
therapist James Davies uses his insider knowledge to illustrate for
a general readership how psychiatry has put riches and medical
status above patients’ well-being. The charge sheet is damning:
negative drug trials routinely buried; antidepressants that work
no better than placebos; research regularly manipulated to
produce positive results; doctors, seduced by huge
pharmaceutical rewards, creating more disorders and prescribing
more pills; and ethical, scientific and treatment flaws
unscrupulously concealed by mass-marketing.Cracked reveals for
the first time the true human cost of an industry that, in the name
of helping others, has actually been helping itself.
Handbook of Clinical Psychopharmacology for Therapists
Routledge
“Whew! They going to send around here and tie you up and drag
you off to Milledgeville. Them fat blue police chasing tomcats
around alleys.” —Berenice in The Member of the Wedding by
Carson McCullers A scathing and original look at the racist origins
of the field of modern psychiatry, told through the story of what
was once the largest mental institution in the world, by the prize-
winning author of Memoir of a Race Traitor After a decade of
research, Mab Segrest, whose Memoir of a Race Traitor forever
changed the way we think about race in America, turns sanity
itself inside-out in a stunning book that will become an instant
classic. In December 1841, the Georgia State Lunatic, Idiot, and
Epileptic Asylum was founded on land taken from the Cherokee
nation in the then-State capitol of Milledgeville. A hundred years
later, it had become the largest insane asylum in the world with
over ten thousand patients. To this day, it is the site of the largest
graveyard of disabled and mentally ill people in the world. In
April, 1949, Ebony magazine reported that for black patients, “the
situation approaches Nazi concentration camp standards . . .
unbelievable this side of Dante’s Inferno.” Georgia’s state hospital
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was at the center of psychiatric practice and the forefront of
psychiatric thought throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries in America—centuries during which the South invented,
fought to defend, and then worked to replace the most developed
slave culture since the Roman Empire. A landmark history of a
single insane asylum at Milledgeville, Georgia, A Peculiar
Inheritance reveals how modern-day American psychiatry was
forged in the traumas of slavery, the Civil War, and
Reconstruction, when African Americans carrying “no histories”
entered from Freedmen’s Bureau Hospitals and home counties
wracked with Klan terror. This history set the stage for the
eugenics and degeneracy theories of the twentieth century, which
in turn became the basis for much of Nazi thinking in Europe.
Segrest’s masterwork will forever change the way we think about
our own minds.
Our Necessary Shadow: The Nature and Meaning of Psychiatry
Oxford University Press
This revealing investigation into the fastest-growing medical field
in history proves that psychiatry has become so motivated by
power that it has put the pursuit of pharmaceutical riches above
its patients' well-being.
The Trouble with Psychiatry - A Doctor's Revelations about
a Profession in Crisis Ballantine Books
From the Laws of Mount Misery: There are no laws in psychiatry.
Now, from the author of the riotous, moving, bestselling classic,
The House of God, comes a lacerating and brilliant novel of
doctors and patients in a psychiatric hospital. Mount Misery is a
prestigious facility set in the rolling green hills of New England, its
country club atmosphere maintained by generous corporate
contributions. Dr. Roy Basch (hero of The House of God) is lucky
enough to train there *only to discover doctors caught up in the
circus of competing psychiatric theories, and patients who are
often there for one main reason: they've got good insurance.
From the Laws of Mount Misery: Your colleagues will hurt you
more than your patients. On rounds at Mount Misery, it's not
always easy for Basch to tell the patients from the doctors: Errol
Cabot, the drug cowboy whose practice provides him with guinea
pigs for his imaginative prescription cocktails . . . Blair Heiler, the
world expert on borderlines (a diagnosis that applies to just about
everybody) . . . A. K. Lowell, née Aliyah K. Lowenschteiner, whose
Freudian analytic technique is so razor sharp it prohibits her from
actually speaking to patients . . . And Schlomo Dove, the loony,
outlandish shrink accused of having sex with a beautiful, well-to-
do female patient. From the Laws of Mount Misery: Psychiatrists
specialize in their defects. For Basch the practice of psychiatry
soon becomes a nightmare in which psychiatrists compete with
one another to find the best ways to reduce human beings to
blubbering drug-addled pods, or incite them to an extreme where
excessive rage is the only rational response, or tie them up in
Freudian knots. And all the while, the doctors seem less
interested in their patients' mental health than in a host of other
things *managed care insurance money, drug company research
grants and kickbacks, and their own professional advancement.
From the Laws of Mount Misery: In psychiatry, first comes
treatment, then comes diagnosis. What The House of God did for
doctoring the body, Mount Misery does for doctoring the mind. A
practicing psychiatrist, Samuel Shem brings vivid authenticity and
extraordinary storytelling gifts to this long-awaited sequel, to
create a novel that is laugh-out-loud hilarious, terrifying, and
provocative. Filled with biting irony and a wonderful sense of the
absurd, Mount Misery tells you everything you'll never learn in
therapy. And it's a hell of a lot funnier.
Racism and the Haunting of American Psychiatry at the
Milledgeville Asylum Icon Books Ltd
Razzaque explores an entirely new way of understanding
psychological and mental distress based on clinical case studies
from a mental hospital. His extraordinary conclusion: mental
illness can be a form of spiritual awakening. The book describes
new forms of treatment for mental illness inspired by Eastern
approaches and centering, in particular, around practices such as
mindfulness and meditation. These therapies offer both patients
and their families the inspiring idea that the approach to their
psychological difficulties should go beyond just "treating"
episodes of mental illness but also, where possible, help the
individual to complete the process of spiritual growth they have
begun. Dr Razzaque argues passionately that our society as a
whole could benefit from developing an awareness of the spiritual
power of this process of transformation. Written in the tradition of
the bestselling medical doctors, Stanford's Irvin D. Yalom and
Britain's Oliver Sacks, Breaking Down is Waking Up, will speak to
both professionals in the field of mental health as well as those
suffering from mental illness, their family and friends and, indeed,
all those who have an interest in exploring the deepest layers of
what it really means to be human.
Unhinged Routledge
Updated with bonus material, including a new foreword and

afterword with new research, this New York Times bestseller is
essential reading for a time when mental health is constantly in
the news. In this astonishing and startling book, award-winning
science and history writer Robert Whitaker investigates a medical
mystery: Why has the number of disabled mentally ill in the
United States tripled over the past two decades? Interwoven with
Whitaker’s groundbreaking analysis of the merits of psychiatric
medications are the personal stories of children and adults swept
up in this epidemic. As Anatomy of an Epidemic reveals, other
societies have begun to alter their use of psychiatric medications
and are now reporting much improved outcomes . . . so why can’t
such change happen here in the United States? Why have the
results from these long-term studies—all of which point to the
same startling conclusion—been kept from the public? Our nation
has been hit by an epidemic of disabling mental illness, and yet,
as Anatomy of an Epidemic reveals, the medical blueprints for
curbing that epidemic have already been drawn up. Praise for
Anatomy of an Epidemic “The timing of Robert Whitaker’s
Anatomy of an Epidemic, a comprehensive and highly readable
history of psychiatry in the United States, couldn’t be
better.”—Salon “Anatomy of an Epidemic offers some answers,
charting controversial ground with mystery-novel pacing.”—TIME
“Lucid, pointed and important, Anatomy of an Epidemic should be
required reading for anyone considering extended use of
psychiatric medicine. Whitaker is at the height of his powers.”
—Greg Critser, author of Generation Rx
Cracked Springer Nature
“Gary Greenberg has become the Dante of our psychiatric age,
and the DSM-5 is his Inferno.” —Errol Morris Since its debut in
1952, the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders has set down the “official”
view on what constitutes mental illness. Homosexuality, for
instance, was a mental illness until 1973. Each revision has
created controversy, but the DSM-5 has taken fire for encouraging
doctors to diagnose more illnesses—and to prescribe sometimes
unnecessary or harmful medications. Respected author and
practicing psychotherapist Gary Greenberg embedded himself in
the war that broke out over the fifth edition, and returned with an
unsettling tale. Exposing the deeply flawed process behind the
DSM-5’s compilation, The Book of Woe reveals how the manual
turns suffering into a commodity—and made the APA its own
biggest beneficiary.
The Unhappy Truth about Psychiatry Da Capo Lifelong Books
The first attempt in forty years to explain the full subject of
psychiatry, from one of the world’s experts. In what will be a tour
de force in the field of psychiatry in all its complexity and depth,
this important new volume explores the essential paradox of
psychiatry—and offers a balanced understanding of its history and
development in the medical world. Much is written about
psychiatry, but very little that describes psychiatry itself. Why
should there be such a need? For good or ill, psychiatry is a
polemical battleground, criticized on the one hand as an
instrument of social control, while on the other the latest
developments in neuroscience are trumpeted as lasting solutions
to mental illness. Which of these strikingly contrasting positions
should we believe? This is the first attempt in a generation to
explain the whole subject of psychiatry. In this deeply thoughtful,
descriptive, and sympathetic book, Tom Burns reviews the
historical development of psychiatry, throughout alert to where
psychiatry helps, and where it is imperfect. What is clear is that
mental illnesses are intimately tied to what makes us human in
the first place, and the drive to relieve the suffering they cause is
even more human. Psychiatry, for all its flaws, currently
represents our best attempt to discharge this most human of
impulses. It is not something we can just ignore. It is our
necessary shadow.
Mental Health Inc Hachette Books
Psychiatry and Religion: Context, Consensus and Controversies
works to eradicate the distinction between spiritual and
psychological welfare and promote greater understanding of the
relationship between the two. This book brings together chapters
from fifteen mental health practitioners and pastoral workers to
explore what their different philosophies have to offer the
individuals in their care. As well as all the major world religions,
the text also provides detailed information about newer religions
and the significance of their belief systems for mental health
management. The book examines the positive and negative
effects that strict moral codes and religious rituals can produce
and shows how awareness of these effects is crucial to the
treatment of these patients. This classic edition of Psychiatry and
Religion, with a new introduction from Dinesh Bhugra, will
continue to provide an important resource to practicing and
training psychiatrists.
Psychiatry and the Business of Madness Grand Central Publishing
A challenging reappraisal of the history of antipsychotics,
revealing how they were transformed from neurological poisons
into magical cures, their benefits exaggerated and their toxic

effects minimized or ignored.
Context, Consensus and Controversies North Atlantic Books
25 unflinching stories and essays from the front lines of the
radical mental health movement Overmedication, police brutality,
electroconvulsive therapy, involuntary hospitalization, traumas
that lead to intense altered states and suicidal thoughts: these
are the struggles of those labeled “mentally ill.” While much has
been written about the systemic problems of our mental-health
care system, this book gives voice to those with personal
experience of psychiatric miscare often excluded from the
discussion, like people of color and LGBTQ+ communities. It is
dedicated to finding working alternatives to the “Mental Health
Industrial Complex” and shifting the conversation from mental
illness to mental health.
Magic Bullets, Psychiatric Drugs, and the Astonishing Rise of
Mental Illness in America Penguin UK
1 copy located in CIRCULATION.
Breaking Down is Waking up CrackedWhy Psychiatry Is Doing
More Harm Than GoodWhy is psychiatry such big business? Why
are so many psychiatric drugs prescribed – 47 million
antidepressant prescriptions in the UK alone last year – and why,
without solid scientific justification, has the number of mental
disorders risen from 106 in 1952 to 374 today?The everyday
sufferings and setbacks of life are now ‘medicalised’ into illnesses
that require treatment – usually with highly profitable drugs.
Psychological therapist James Davies uses his insider knowledge
to illustrate for a general readership how psychiatry has put
riches and medical status above patients’ well-being. The charge
sheet is damning: negative drug trials routinely buried;
antidepressants that work no better than placebos; research
regularly manipulated to produce positive results; doctors,
seduced by huge pharmaceutical rewards, creating more
disorders and prescribing more pills; and ethical, scientific and
treatment flaws unscrupulously concealed by mass-
marketing.Cracked reveals for the first time the true human cost
of an industry that, in the name of helping others, has actually
been helping itself.CrackedWhy Psychiatry is Doing More Harm
Than Good
A Manifesto for Mental Health presents a radically new and
distinctive outlook that critically examines the dominant ‘disease-
model’ of mental health care. Incorporating the latest findings
from both biological neuroscience and research into the social
determinants of psychological problems, Peter Kinderman offers a
contemporary, biopsychosocial, alternative. He warns that the
way we care for people with mental health problems is creating a
hidden human rights emergency and he proposes a new vision for
the future of health organisations across the globe. The book
highlights persuasive evidence that our mental health and
wellbeing depend largely on the society in which we live, on the
things happen to us, and on how we learn to make sense of and
respond to those events. Kinderman proposes a rejection of
invalid diagnostic labels, practical help rather than medication,
and a recognition that distress is usually an understandable
human response to life's challenges. Offering a serious critique of
establishment thinking, A Manifesto for Mental Health provides a
well-crafted demonstration of how, with scientific rigour and
empathy, a revolution in mental health care is not only highly
desirable, it is also entirely achievable.
The Myth of Mental Illness Beacon Press
Why do so many people suffer the slings and arrows of
outrageous angst? Some twenty percent of us are afflicted with
common Anxiety and Depressive disorders. That's not just
nervous or scared or sad - that is painful dysfunction without
obvious benefit. A new theoretical synthesis suggests that while
animals share a set of evolved social instincts, we humans
experience commonplace Anxiety and Depressive disorders when
we use our reason to defy that biology.
Administrations of Lunacy P C C S Books
Handbook of Clinical Psychopharmacology for Therapists has
become the go-to resource for mental health clinicians looking for
clear, reliable information about the treatment of mental health
issues. Organized by disorder and, within each disorder, by
medication, this book is designed to familiarize clinicians and
students with the basic terminology and models of
pharmacokinetics. This updated seventh edition provides
essential information on new medications and treatment options
and includes the latest research on side effects, contraindications,
and efficacy of all major medications prescribed for mental health
disorders. The book also features an important new chapter on
the effects of withdrawing from psychopharmacological
medications. This handbook makes it simple to: Get the facts
about drug interactions and side effects Find out how medications
affect adults, children, and adolescents differently Learn how
different cultures view medical treatment, vital information for
anyone who treats clients from a variety of backgrounds
Discontinue medication safely when needed
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